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Abstract

It is shown that the propagation of a strong electromagnetic

wave in an electron plasma can lead to a generation of a

constant electron current along the direction of propagation

and to • large increase in the average electron density..
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Investigations on the effect of high-power electromagnetic

radiation on wave processes in plasmas is of interest for

possible acceleration of plasmas by laser beams, for plasma

heating, and for cosmic ray acceleration in the vicinity

of pulsars. With the present achievement in the laser

technique very large electromagnetic fields are available

and thus the plasma electrons can be relativistic. Probably

the same situation occurs for the radiation field of pulsars.

The oscillations of electron plasmas for arbitrary electron

velocities were investigated in [1J. Some aspects of a

stationary wave motion of relativistic electron plasmas

were treated also in ref. [2,3].

As has been shown in [4,5] the oscillations of the electron

mass in a linearly polarized strong electromagnetic field

lead to plasma instability. The instability of a cold

electron plasma in a circularly polarized electromagnetic

wave, where relativistic effects are taken into account,

has been investigated in [6],

We shall »how that the propagation of a strong electromagne-

tic wave in a plasma generates a constant current along the

propagation vector. This phenomenon can be interpreted as

a "light wind" and is somewhat analogous to the acoustic

wind.
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We shall treat this problem for a cold electron plasma.

Starting with Maxwell equations and the equation of electron

motions one can obtain the following equations for a

stationary wave [1]

(1)
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(3)

where

15
m c

is the electron momentum divided by me» m is the rest

mass of the electrons and v(B = v/c) is the wave velocity,

0 » ia (6 2-D* 1 / 2T, T = t - z/6c, and w « /4ire2ng/me.

We supose that a strong electromagnetic wave propagates

along the z-direction with a phase velocity close to the

velocity of light i.e. 6 * 1 . Then from (3) we have

/ Z 2'1+p - p_ = ot = constz
(4)

Let us consider two different cases: 1. The wave is almost

circularly polarized. Then it follows from (3) and (2)

that

Px « poxcos(0/c0 , py » poysin(Q/a) = pox(l+A)sin{0/a)

|A| « 1

From equation (4) one can find the oscillating and the

constant parts of p_!

«P, V COS2OT (5)

(6)



and the average velocity

<v > = £ -2— Â
z À ^

(7)

where p_„ is expressed in terms of the electric field
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Expressions (5)-(7) show that <Sp = <p > = <v > = 0
, Z Z 4b

for perfect circular polarization as for thi3 case A = 0.

The same follows in a straightforward way also from the

energy conservation law. Thus the assumptions made in [7]

are doubtful as they lead to opposite results.

2. Linear polarized (p • 0, p
x y

0), Equation (4) leads to
the following expression for the electron velocity

2 2
V COS ü>T

2+V COS UT

(8)

I

Fere we have taken into account the part that the z-component

of the velocity vanishes in the absence of the linearly

polarized wave (v » 0), Thus a = 1.

Using expression (8) one observes that the average velocities

are rather large for large electromagnetic wave amplitudes

(v > 1). As was mentioned above [4,5] a linearly polarized

wave can parametrically excite only frequency plasma oscilla-

tions. On the other hand it follows from equation (8) that

the linearly polarized wave also creates a constant electron

drift. Electrons moving relatively to ions can also excite

low-frequency oscillations (Buneman instability).

Let us now consider the behaviour of the electron density

in the field of a strong electromagnetic wave. It follows

from the continuity equation that the electron density is

n <= v-v_ (9)
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where n = n . = n is the equilibrium density in the
oe oi o

absence of the external field. From (8) and (9) one obtains

a relative density increase

n"no v2 2
n = — — - —* cos UT

(105

It follows from (10) that, for an intense pumping field,

f

.1
r;

—£ i » i,
mu c '

the average density can essentially exceed the initial

density. On the other hand the density deviations create

an electric field, in accordance with

n-n
n

, dE
1 z

men dzo
(11)

It is observed from Ï11) that the electric field E_ depends

on T = t - z/6c as well as on the slow variable z. We also

note that the generated current is not associated with a

magnetic field because

v
d B

2
dz
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